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In this paper a general theory is presented for uniform approximation by
reciprocals of elements of a linear subspace subject to linear constraints. In fact, the
main results in the known theory of constrained linear approximation have
analogues in this non-linear setting.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present a general theory for approximation by reciprocals
of elements of a linear subspace subject to linear constraints. In fact, the
main results of the known theory of constrained linear approximation have
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analogues in this nonlinear setting. This setting is as follows. Let X be a
(nonempty) compact subset of la. b I and denote by C(X) the Banach space
of all real-valued continuous functions defined on X normed with the
uniform norm (11fl l = maxllf(x)i: x E Xf for all fE C(X). Let V be an 11

dimensional Haar subspace of C(X) and let A be a compact set (of
"restraint" linear functionals) in the dual. V*. of V. such that for each p in
V, a( p) is a continuous function on A. Set R jl;p: p E V. p(x) > (h x E X.
I(a) ~ a(p) ~ uta). a E A I where I and u are extended real-valued functions
on A with 1< +00. u > --00. the set £, (respectively EI/) on which I (respec
tively u) is finite is closed. I (respectively u) is continuous on E{ (respectively
£1/) and I(a) ~ u(a). We shall assume throughout that R oF 111. (Note that!
(respectively Ii) is upper- (respectively lower-) semicontinuous on A.)

Let e, represent point evaluation at x in X (i.e.. eA./) =I(x) for all
IE C(X». In what follows. IE C(X) is called admissible provided f(x) 0
for all x E X and if IX = e\ for some a E A and x E .¥. then

I I

f(x)'j'(x}

where [(a) l/l(a). if l(u) 0 and +00, otherwise. Note that we mllst
necessarily have that u(a) 0 holds in this case since we have assumed
R * 0. Note that this inequality is assured if. for example. I(a) ~f(x) ~ II( U )

for all a e\ and lifE R. (If u = e, we will often write l(x) and li(X) for
I(e,) and ute,) from now on.) We are concerned then with approximating the
reciprocals of such admissible f by elements of R, Thus. as usual. we sa:.
that IIp* E R is a best approximation to ll.lon X.f admissible. provided

Except for existence, the theory concerning characterization. uniqueness.
etc.. is analogous to the corresponding linear theory developed in 13--51, The
existence result is more complicated in this setting than in the linear theory
where a straightforward appeal to compactness suffices. As in the reciprocal
approximation theory without constraints the proof is more complicated
when X is a compact subset of la. bl with isolated points 113.141. In
addition, in the constrained setting we must add an additional assumption on
the interplay between the constraints and interpolation properties of the
approximants in order to prove an existence theorem.

In what follows we first develop the general theory and then illustrate it
with some examples including monotone reciprocal approximation and
bounded coefficient reciprocal approximation.
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2. MAIN RESULTS
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We begin by proving two existence theorems. In both cases we must
restrict the constraints allowed. Basically, we want the constraints to be such
that either lip E R implies there exists M> 0, independent of p, such that
II pll ~ M or in the event that this does not happen then we are able to
control the values of certain elements of R on certain subsets of X. Our first
theorem is for the case that X = [a, b] and in this setting our assumption on
the constraints is less restrictive. Thus, suppose that the constraints are such
that corresponding to each M> 0 there exists lip E R with II pll > M.
Further, let q E V be any nonnegative element of V satisfying II q II = 1,
a(q)~O for all aEEp a(q)~O for all aEEu ' Set Z={x;:q(xJ=O,
xjE [a,b], i= I, ... ,k}. Let {A'jf7=1 be a set of positive numbers satisfying
l(xj ) <Aj < u(xj ) if eX} E A or Aj = u(xj ) if eX} E A with l(xj ) = u(xJ Then,
assume that there exists lip E R corresponding to q satisfying p(xJ ~ Aj ,

i = 1,... , k.

THEOREM 1. Let fE qa, b], satisfying f(x) >0 for all x E [a, b I, be
admissible. Further, suppose that the constraints are such that either lip E R
implies II p II ~ M, M independent of p, or the above assumption holds. Then
there exists a best approximation in R to Ilf

Proof Let inf{IIIlf - lip II: lip E R} = p. Let {Ilpd 'f= 1 c R be such that
IIIlf - I/hlll p. Now, if Ilhll is a bounded sequence then the desired result
follows by a straightforward compactness argument. Also, note that if p = 0,
then since f is positive on [a, b] it follows that for k sufficiently large, we will
have {II Pkll} is bounded in this case. Thus, we shall assume without loss of
generality that p > 0 and II Pkll---> 00. Define qk E V by qk(X) = h(x)/11 hll for
all x E [a, bJ and k = 1,2,.... Since Ilqkll = 1 for each k, we have by
compactness the existence of q E V with II q II = 1, q ~ 0 for all x E [a, b] and
where we assume without loss of generality that qk converges uniformly to q
on [a,b]. Let Z= {zl',,,,zv} c [a,b] be the complete set of zeros of q in
[a, b]. By our Haar assumption we have that v ~ n - 1. (Observe that Z = ¢
is allowable.) Now for xE [a,b] ~Z we have thath(x) = Ilhll qk(X)---> 00

as k ---> 00. Thus, for x E X ~ z, Ilf(x) ~ p and, hence, by continuity
Ilf(x) ~ p for all x E [a, b]. Thus, the proof will be completed if we can find
lip E R for which p(x) is sufficiently large for all x E [a, b J. In the case that
Z = ¢, we have the existence of an '7 > 0 such that q(x) ~ '7 for all x E [a, b].
Thus, for k sufficiently large we have that hex) = II Pkll qk(X) ~
II hll '7/2 ~ lip implying that IIIlf - I/hll ~p so that I/h is a desired best
approximation. (In fact, IIIlf - I/hll < p so Z = ¢ is impossible.) Thus, we
shall assume that Z =1= ¢. Let a E Eu ; then u(a) < 00 and for each k,
a(Pk) ~ u(a). Dividing both sides of this inequality by II hll and letting
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k --> 00 gives that a(q) ~ 0 for a E E u ' Likewise, a(q) ~ 0 for a E E/. Next.
let Xi E Z. If ex, E A then select i'i to satisfy Ai> l/p so that
I Ilf(·\) - 1/1'1 < p for any y ~ Ai' If e\, E A then select i.; = u(x j ) if u(xi )
l(xi) and select 0 < Ai < u(xi) otherwise, so that i II/(x i) - I/Ail <p, which
can be done because of the admissibility of I In addition. by the
admissibility of / and the fact that Ilf~ P and all numbers involved are
positive, we have that for any y, such that A; ~)' ~ u(xi ), I Ilf(x i) - I < p.
Now, invoking our assumption on the constraints, we have the existence of a
lip E R for which p(xi)~ Ai' i = \, ... ,1'. Note that if e, E A with l(x,) =

u(x;), then we necessarily have that p(xi) = Ai in this c~se since lip E R.
From our above discussion we have that Illf(x;) l/p(x;)i <p for i = 1..... 1.

Thus, by continuity there exists an open set f' such that Z c f' and
III/(x) - IIp(x)1 <p for all X E f'. Now. let B be a positive number: then
p(x)+Bq(x)~p(x) for all xE la,bl. Thus. since ll/(x)~p and both
II/(x) > 0 and IIp(x) > 0 we must have that III/(x) I/(p(x) + Bq(x)) < p

for all x E r and any B > O. Since la. b I ~ f' is a compact set and q is
positive on this set. we can now select B * sufficiently large so that IJ(x)
I/(p(x) + B *q(x))1 ~ p for all x E la, b I ~ f'. Thus, for this choice of B * we
have that 1IIIf-l/(p+B*q)ll~p.To see that I/(p+B*q)ER we simply
note that l(a)~a(p)~u(a) for all aEA. B*a(q)~O if aEE, and
B*a(q) ~ 0 if a E E u ' and B*a(q) is always finite. (In fact, for B'
sufficiently large 111//- I/(p + B*q)1 <p. which is impossible. Thus, we can
conclude further that, under the alternative assumption of Theorem I.
II Pkll--> 00 is impossible.) Thus the argument is completed. I

In the section giving examples we shall show that both monotone
reciprocal and bounded coefficient reciprocal approximation on intervals
satisfy the hypotheses of this theorem.

For the case that X is a compact subset of la. b I we must invoke a slightly
more stringent assumption to prove existence. Thus, if the side conditions are
such that corresponding to each M > 0 there exists lip E R such that
II p II > M then we assume the following: Let q E V be any nonnegative
element of V satisfying II q I = \, a(q) ~ 0 for all a E E/. a(q) ~ 0 for all
aEEu ' Set Z=1XiEX:q(xi)=O, i=l,.... kf. Let IAil? 1 be a set of
positive numbers satisfying lex;) < A; < u(x;) if e'j E A with lex;) < u(x) and
A; = u(x;) if e

Xj
E A with lex;;) = u(x). Then assume that there exists lip E R

corresponding to q satisfying p(x;) = Ai if Xi is an isolated point of X and
p(xJ ~ A; otherwise, i = I, .... k. With this assumption we can prove:

THEOREM 2. Let fE Cia, b I. satisj'ving /(x) > 0 for all x E X, be
admissible. Further. suppose that the constraints are such that either lip E R
implies II p II ~ M. M independent of P. or the above assumption holds. Then
there exists a best approximation in R to II!
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Proof The proof proceeds exactly as in the previous theorem except for
the zeros of q that are isolated points of X. For these points we cannot
conclude that III~ p. Thus, at these points we need the assumption that
p(xi ) = Ai holds where we select Ai = (p + III(xi))-1 if ex rl A, and choose Ai
as in the proof of Theorem 1 if ex EA. Once this additional restraint on p
has been imposed, the remaind~r of the proof follows in the same
manner. I

We now turn our attention to characterization and related questions. The
following lemma demonstrates that the error function for reciprocal approx
imation e(f,p)=IIII-Ilpl=I(f-p)I/l/llpl is comonotone with the
"standard" error function d(f, p) = 11- p I·

LEMMA 1. Let I> 0 denote a fixed number and p > O. Then
e(p) = 11/1 - Ilpl and d(p) = II- pi increase (or decrease) simultaneously.

Proof If 0 <p <I then e(p) = (f- p )llp and d(p) =1- p; thus
e'(p) = _/2/(fp)2 and d'(p) = -1 are both negative.

If 0 <I<p then e(p) = (p - j)llp and d(p) = p -I; thus e'(p) and d'(p)
are both positive. I

Lemma 1 allows the development of characterization, uniqueness, and
computation (Remes algorithm) for reciprocal approximation analogous to
that developed in the case of the standard error function in [3-5]. (In fact,
this theory can be developed for a wide class of "error measures" continuous
and comonotone with d(f,p) as indicated in Remark 4 of [3].) Following the
development of [5] we shall say that if l(a) = u(a) implies a is an isolated
point of A, then equality condition 1 (EQC 1) is satisfied. We shall assume
throughout this paper that EQC 1 holds. In order to develop the desired
characterization theory we must introduce the concepts of an extremal set
and an augmented extremal set [5]. Thus, for 1IpER a set S = I I U
{ex }XEI3c V* with II c A and 13c X is called an extremal set for III and
lip provided

(i) a(p) = u(a) (or l(a)), a E II;

(ii) leAIII - IIp)1 = IIIII - Ilplj, x E 13 ; and

(iii) ex rl II iflex(lII-Ilp)I=IIIII-Ilpll.

To each a E A, we associate a set (possibly empty) of elements B a in V*
such that if Ilq E R then a(q) = l(a) (or u(a)) implies that, for each fl in B a ,

fl(q) = m(fJ) (or n(fJ)) where m(fJ) (or n(fJ)) is some real number depending
only on fl. Then if 12C UaEI , B a , we say S' = S U {fl}IlEI, is an augmented
extremal set.

An example of this is found in a combination of monotone and inter
polating constraints. For example, if R = {lip: p E I/s[0, 1], p' (x) >0 for all
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x E !0, II and p'" 0) = 0 I and S is an extremal set for some III and 1/p that
contains a where a(q) = q'0) (i.e., p' 0)= 0), then the two linear functionals
/31 and /32' with /31(q) = q"(JJ and /32(q) = q(i\)d), adjoined to S will give an
augmented extremal set for III and lip with m(fJ 1) = m(fJJ = O.

For III and lip fixed, let Smax denote the maximal extremal set for I
and lip, i.e., Smax = ie,.: x E X and le«( 1//- Ilpll = 111//- liP f

(a E A: alP) = I(a) (or u(a)) and if a = e\ for some x E X then !e,( I
IIp)1 < 1111/- IIp!1 (. Further, let s~nUagx denote the maximal augmented
extremal set for III and lip, i.e., S~Uagx = Smax u 1fJ: fJ is associated with
some a E smax according to the previous definition f. The elements of smax

are referred to as extreme points (of III and lip) and the elements of
S~Uagx ~ Smax are referred to as augmented extreme points. The cardinality of
S c S~Uagx will be referred to as the order of S.

With these definitions it is now possible to utilize the concept of a
generalized Haar space as introduced in 131. This concept will be used in
studying uniqueness (Theorems 6 and 7). Specifically, we say that V IS

generalized Haar with respect to 1 and p, where lip is a best approximation
to III from R with 1 admissible, provided that if s::~agx for III and lip has
order t then S~Uagx contains min(t, n) elements which are linearly independent
in V*. V is said to be generalized Haar if V is generalized Haar for all pairs
1 and p with 1 admissible and lip a best approximation to III from R.

Further, we say that V is Haar (on Q = AU le,/,Ell if any distinct 11

elements in Q are linearly independent in V*. Note that if V is Haar then r'
is generalized Haar, where B" = 6, If a E A. Bounded coefficients approx
imation on 10, I I is an example where V is Haar. Monotone approximation
(or more generally restricted derivatives approximation (R. D.A.)) is an
example where V is generalized Haar but not Haar. (See the examples.)

We begin our study of the characterization of best approximation with the
development of a Kolmogorov criterion. Let lliE C(X) ~ Rand IIp* E R.
Define a "signature" function a on Smax, the maximal extremal set for I
and IIp*, by

f P

! I I
1

1--
,! 1 p*

a(eJ=

a(a)=-I

a(a)= I

if e, (,~.- _pl* ) =

if e. (~_~l) ~=.\ 1 p*

if a(p*) = I(a)

if a(p*)=u(a)*/(a).

Note that a has the opposite sign on the constraint extremals as compared
with the corresponding linear theory. By our assumption that if a = e \ and
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both leAllf-Ilp*)I=IIIlf-Ilp*11 and p*(x)=a(p*)=l(a)=l(x) or
p*(x) = u(x) occur then we ignore the second condition, we have that a is
well defined (i.e., the value of a(a) is determined by the first two equations in
this case). In what follows, set SE = {a E A: lea) = u(a)} and recall that this
set consists of isolated points of A.

Finally we must assume

I
j - E R such that lea) < a(po) < u(a),

Po

Define sa = laCy') y': y' E smax ~ SE f. Set V = {p E V: a(p) = 0 for all
a ESE f and note that dim V = n - dim [S 10 I·

THEOREM 3 (KOLMOGOROV CRITERION). Let lifE C(X) ~ Rand f be
admissible. Then IIp* E R is a best approximation to Ilf iff

for all p E V.

Proof IIp* is a best approximation to Ilf iff 3 p E V such that p* + cp
(for sufficiently small c > 0) strictly improves upon p * at the extrema
(smax ~ SE) (consideration can be restricted to these extrema by the usual
continuity and compactness argument and (*) ensures that the improvement
at A n (smax ~ E) is strict without loss since if, for instance,
a(p*+cp)=u(a) then p can be replaced by (I-J)p+Jpo for J>O
sufficiently small), i.e., iff 3p in V such that sgn y'(p) = -a(y') for all
y E sa, i.e., iff VP in V, max(y(p)) ~ O. I

As a corollary of Theorem 3 we obtain the following very useful criterion
for best approximation.

THEOREM 4 ("0 IN THE CONVEX HULL" CRITERION). IIp* is a best
approximation to lifE C(X) ~ R, f admissible, iff 0 is in the convex hull of
some r (,;:;; dim V + 1) elements of sa lv, i.e., 0 = LT~ I Ai Yi on V where
Yi E sa, Ai > 0, i = 1,... , r.

Proof Let dim V = m and identify V with IR m. Then V* can be identified
with (another copy of) IR m• Then Salve V* and, for y E Salv and p E V,
yep) is realized as a "dot" product of two m-vectors. Thus
maxyeSa (y(p)) ~ 0 for a!! p E V represents the fact that for the set sa Iv there
is no "direction" p E V for which all vectors in sa Iv have a negative
component. That is, sa Iv cannot lie in a half-space in IR m; hence 0 must lie
in the convex hull of (r vectors in) sa Iv. The fact that r can be taken
';:;;m + 1 is Caratheodory's result. I

Observe that since we used the Kolmogorov criterion to obtain this result,
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we must still have the existence of I/po E R such that l(a) < a(po) < u(a) for
all a for which l(a) =F u(a). The characterization theorem proved in
Theorem 4 is needed to developed a Remes-type computation theory
analogous to that given in the linear theory /4/.

THEOREM 5 (DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN THEOREM). Let l/fE C(X) ~ R. f
admissible, and I/pER. Let le,fxE1,U{aEA:a=Fe, H:.jth xEI I •

a(p) = I(a) or u(a), and l(a) < u(a)f be a set of k ~ dim V + I linear
functionals such that 0 E convex hull of [la(e,) e,f U {a(a) af I on V)'v'here
a(ex) = sgn(I/f(x) - IIp(x)) =F ° 'Ix. Then dist( Ill: R) ~ min'EI,ll/f(xl
IIp(x)l·

Proof Suppose SUPXE\ eO/f. IIp*) <min"l, e(1/f. lip) for some
IIp*ER where we may assume l(a)<a(p*)<u(a)VaEA with
I(a) =F u(a). Then for x Ell'

. I I·
sgn(p*(x) - p(x» = sgn (--) - ~(»)

p(x p x.

I I I I I
= sgn (f(x) - p*(x) - (f(X) - p(x)

. I I)
= -sgn (1(x) - p(x). =-a(e,).

Furthermore, sgn a(p* - p) -a(a). By assumption j Ai ~ 0, such that

'1

leo= ". )"a(e .. )e. + y ).a(a)a=O_ J"/ _", _ 1 1 I

i 1 i Tj';' I

on V.

where not all Ai (i = 1,.... r) are zero. But clearly l( p * p) < O. ancl
p* - p E V, a contradiction. I

Next, we turn to the question of uniqueness. To answer this question we
must prove a partial characterization result which differs from our previous
characterization results as was done in [31 for the linear setting. In the
following theorem, we assume 1If rt. R.

THEOREM 6. If V is generalized Haar with respect to f and p (lip is a
best approximation to Ilf. f admissible, from R). then there exists an
augmented extremal set for I/f and 1Ip of order n + 1.

Proof Let III/!- I/pli maxx e(f.p) p > 0. Suppose there does not
exist an augmented extremal set of order n + 1. Let S:;'u~'

{a,.}~ I U {P",}~=r+ I U {e'j}j s+ I where t ~ n and if a,., some v, I ~ v <; r.
has the form ex then leAl/f - IIp)1 < p; whereas it is possible for e'i' some i.
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s+ 1 <i <t, that eXi is both an error extremal (i.e., IeXi( III - IIp)1 = p) and
a constraint extremal (i.e., exi(P) = l(x;) or u(x;)). Recall that l(a) <+00,

u(a) > -00, lea) is upper semicontinuous, u(a) is lower semicontinuous, and
lea) < u(a) except possibly at isolated points of A.

Next, because of the independence of the functionals in S~Uagx by our
generalized Haar assumption, there exists a nonzero element q of V such that

1,

0,

lea,,) < u(a,,) and a,,(p) = lea,,)

lea,,) < u(a,,) and a,,(p) = u(a,,)

lea,,) = u(a,,),

v = 1" .. , r, and q(x;) = sgn(f(x;) - p(x j)) = -sgn(lll(x;) - IIp(x;)),
i = s + 1,... , t. Then, for sufficiently small e > 0, we have by Lemma 1, since
II(x j) - (p + eq)(x;)1 = l(f- p)(x;) - eq(x;)1 < l(f- p)(xj)l, that e(f(x;),
(p + eq)(x;)) <p, i = s + I,..., t. But q and 1- p are continuous on X and
therefore sgn q(x) = sgn(f - p )(x) in a neighborhood A/' of {x s + I , ... , XI} in X.
Thus, also II(x) - (p + eq)(x)1 < l(f - p)(x)1 and therefore by Lemma 1,
e(f(x), (p + eq)(x)) <p in jl/ for sufficiently small e > O. Furthermore,
e(f(x), p(x)) <p in the compact set X -.ff. Thus, since e(·, .) is continuous
in IR + X IR +, for sufficiently small e > 0, e(f(x), (p + eq)(x)) <p in
(X -.1') U.* and so 111/1- I/(p + eq)11 = maxx e(f(x), (p + eq)(x)) < p.

Now we must check that I/(p + eq) belongs to R for e > 0 small enough
and then I/(p +eq) will furnish a better approximation to III than lip,
yielding the desired contradiction. Now, for v = 1,... , r and sufficiently small
e > 0, it is easily seen that lea,,) <a,,(p + eq) = a,,(p) +w,,(q) <u(a,,) with
strict equality wherever lea,,) of- u(a,,). Next, suppose for some i, S + 1<i <t,
that the error extremal ex. is also a constraint extremal. Assume that
expil- lip) = -p so that ~Xi is a negative error extremal, q(x j) = 1 and
(p + eq)(x j) >p(xJ Now, if ex(p) = u(x j) then,

which violates the admissibility assumption for f Thus, we must have that
l(x j ) < u(x;) and ex.(p) = l(x j ) in this case implying that l(x j ) > 0 and
l(x j) < eXi(p + eq) < ~(Xj) for e > 0 sufficiently small. A similar argument
holds when exi(I/I- lip) = p. Now, set

A f = ({a,,}~,~ I n {a E A: lea) of- u(a)})

U {ex E {exJ:=s+ I: ex(p) = lex) or u(x)}.

Then for sufficiently small e > 0, we have lea) < a(p + eq) < u(a) for
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aEA'. But by our assumptions, alp) and a(q) are continuous on A. Thus
also l(a) < alp + eq) < u(a) in a neighborhood . I' of A! in A for
sufficiently small e > O. Further, we have l( a) < a( p) < u(a) for u E A ~

(, I·"U. I'), where. Iff = ~aEA: l(a) = u(a)}. By assumption,. Iff consists
of just isolated points of A: thus . .f 'It is open in A and so A .~ (. lit U I') is
compact in A. Thus by lower semicontinuity a(p)-l(u) and u(u)··u(p)
achieve positive minima on A ~. (. .fit U. I') and so for D sufficiently small
l(a) < alp + E;q) < u(a) on this set (a(q) is continuous and therefore
bounded on A '" (, Iff U. I'». Noting finally that. for a in. lit. U(q) = O. we
conclude that l(a) ~ a(p + Dq) ~ u(a). for ali u in A. for sufTiciently small
e> O. I

LEMMA 2. For 0 < A < L I> 0 fixed. p> O. p* > O. e(J: I,p
(I - A) p*)1 ~ max(i elf, p )1, Ielf, p *)1). with equality holding only if p = p".

Proof This follows from Lemma I since I·· I.p ( I I.) P' '"
AII-pl+(l X)II-p*l~max(II-pl. if p") with equality holding
only if II--pl=II-p*. But if I p --(f-p*) then I and I,p
(I -- A) p * lie strictly between p and p*. so the inequality is strict. I

LEMMA 3. The set ol best approximations ill R is reciprocally cOllce.\'
(i.e .• if lip and IIp* are best approximations to IJ then I/(Ap + (I .. Ie) p')

is a best approximation to IIIfor 0 < A < I).

Proof By Lemma2.lieU:Ap+(I-;·)p*)I!~max(iie(J:p)I:. e(Ip')!)
and so I/(Ap+(I--I.)p*) is a best approximation in R to 1/
(Ap + (I - A) p * satisfies the linear restraints since p and p do). I

THEOREM 7. {f' V is generalized Haar .rlth respect to I and p.•rith f
admissible. then lip is the unique best approximation in R to I

Proof First observe that if dist( I I}: R) 0 then I If is its own unique
best approximation from R. Thus, assume dist( Ilf R) > O. Now suppose lp
and IIp* are best approximations in R to lit: Then by Lemma 3 so is
IIp** = I/<1p + 1p*). Thus. by Theorem 6 there exists a maximal
augmented extremal set S for Ilf and IIp** of order t ~ n + L say.

S=~a"f~ JU1!I"f: r"'IU~etf: ,+1' Then f(U,)~U,(P**). u,(p).
a,.(p*) ~ u(u,.) and a,(p* *)'= f(a.) (or u(a,.» therefore implies that
u,,(p)=a,.(p*)=I(a,.J (or u(a.), 1'= L...,r. As a result. fJ,,(p)=fJ,,(p*l
m(fJ,,) (or n(fJ,,», lI=r+ 1.... ,s. Finally. ieU(x j). p**(xi)1 = eU:p)'
Ile(}:p*)11 implies by Lemma2 that p(xj)=p*(x;) since p= cU(x j).
p**(xj))1 ~ max(le(J(x j), p(x,;»I). le(J(x j). p*(xj))i) ~p. is,.,. L.... t. But
since t ~ n + I and some tl of the elements of S are linearly independent in
the dual of V, we have p = p*. I
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COROLLARY 1. If V is generalized Haar, then any best approximation
I/p in R to I/f, f admissible, is unique.

A complete strong uniqueness theory also exists for this problem [6]. It
turns out that the order of strong uniqueness is dependent upon the set of
constraints. Thus, for example, in R = {I/p;p E IIn, p(x) >°and p'(x) >°
lei x E [0, I] f c ClO, 1] strong uniqueness holds with order ~. That is, if
fE cia, 1J,f> °and I/p!E R is the unique best approximation to I/ffrom
R then given M >°there exists y = y(f, M) >°such that

for all I/p E R satisfying III/pil <; M. Note that the power of III/p - I/p!11 is
the reciprocal of the order. Thus, for this problem a Lipschitz continuity of
the best approximation operator of order ~ holds. That is,

II~_ 111<;fJll~_ 1111
/2.

Pr Px I If g I

See [61 for complete details.
Following a development analogous to that in \41, we could now

demonstrate a Remes~like algorithm which converges for constrained
reciprocal approximation provided V is Haar. Because, however, of the
success of the differential correction algorithm in rational approximation
!1, 7-9, 11, 121, we will consider an adaptation of this latter algorithm to
our setting.

Let V = (¢1"'" ¢n> and for p E V write p = r.J= 1 Pj¢j' In this setting the
differential correction algorithm is as follows, where we now assume X is a
finite set.

ALGORITHM (RESTRICTED RECIPROCAL DrFFERENTIAL CORRECTION

(RRDC».

(i) Choose I/po E R.

(ii) Having found l/PkER with Ill/f-I/Pkll=A k, choosePk+1 as a
solution to the problem: Find p r..i= I Pj¢j E V which solves

Minimize: max I(I/f(x»p(x) ll-LlkP(x)
XEX Pk(X)

Subject to: l(a) <; a(p) <; u(a), a E A,

and 1Pj! <; K,j = 1,..., n.
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'1)/j

(iii) Continue until some stopping criterion is met. Here K is some
large positive number; the constraints involving K are present to ensure the

problem in (ii) has a solution. Note that the linear functional constraints

are just linear constraints on the coefficients of p; that is, since ;41 1 ..... °11

is a basis for V, then I(a) ~ a(p) ~ u(a) is equivalent to I((~)

a(PI¢1 + "·+Pn¢n)~u(a). i.e.,/(a)~Pla(dil)+ ·"+Plla(f/JII)~u(a).

One common stopping criterion is to stop when (,1, - ,1, . 1)/,1, < I: for somt:
prescribed f; > 0, selecting IIPk I I as the approximation returned by the
algorithm if ,1k+ I < ,1 k , and selecting lip, otherwise. A convenient way of
choosing l/po is to minimize maxxEX l(llf(x))p(x) - 1 i subject to the
constraints in (ii) above along with additional constraints to force p(x);;; I

for some I; 1 >aIf x E X.
The following theorem can be proved by arguments similar to but

somewhat simpler than those in III and 191.

THEOREM 8. Suppose a best approximation I/p'" E R exists

lifE C(X) ~ R,j admissible, and satisfies: pi I ~ K. j = 1. .... n. Then:

(i) The RRDC algorithm converges monotonically and at least
linearly.

(ii) If X contains at least n -t- I distinct points and either
smax n A = ¢ or a is in the interior of the convex hull of SU w (see

Theorem 4), then the converge is quadratic.

We observe that the key to the proof in part (ii) is that strong uniqueness
holds under the assumptions of (ii). Although finiteness of X and A are not
required for the theorem, they are required to run the algorithm in the usual
way (i.e., solving (ii) by linear programming).

EXAMPLE. Let I/'((x)=e '. x= 10.0.1.0.2..... 10i.

Applying the RRDC algorithm with K = 100 on a CDC Cyber 172
computer (which has roughly 15 digits of accuracy) and a modified version
of the code in 181, after five iterations and 2.2 seconds execution time we
obtained

I

p*(x) 0.75409 + 0.24591x + 9.96787x'
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with error norm 0.32610 and

213

1 1
f(O) - p*(O) = -0.32610,

1 1
f-(-0.6-) - p*(0.6) = 0.32610.

In our notation we have A = {aI' a2} where al(p) = PI +P2' a2(p) =
p(lO), l(a l )=u(al)=I, l(a z) = 1000, u(a2)=+00, V={pEV=II2:
P'+P2=0}={p'-Plx+P3x2}={PI(I-x)+p3x2} and SE={a l }. The
computed result was smax = {eo' eO•6' a I' a2}, with a(eo) = -1, a(eO•6) = 1,
a(a2) = -1, so sa = {-eo, eO•6' -a2}. To show l/p* is a best approximation,
we wish to show 0 E convex hull of Sali/' that is, :3 nonnegative AI' A2 , A3

(not all zero) with -A(eo(p)+A2eO.6(p)-A3a2(p)=OVpEV. This is
equivalent to showing :3AI~O, Az~O, A3~0 with A(eo(1-x)
A2e0.6(1 - x) +A3 a2(1- x) = 0, Al eo(x 2) - A2eO•6(x 2) +A3 az(x

2) = 0, Al +
A2 +A3 = 1. Solving, we get Al = 4.324/14.36, A2 = 10/14.36, A3 =
0.036/14.36. In fact, it is easily seen that 0 E the interior of the convex hull
of Sali/; thus l/p* is (strongly) unique, and the convergence of the RRDC is
quadratic.

A pair of constraints like PI +P2 :::;; 1 and PI +P2 ~ I could cause
difficulty in practice because round-off error could make them appear incon
sistent, thus terminating the program. If this happens, one can eliminate these
constraints, and with a little reprogramming replace R by

\ 1 _ 1. I
/
-- ( ) 2.p(10)~1000,p(X»OVXEX\.
P x +PI 1 - x + P3 X

3. EXAMPLES

In this section we discuss, for purposes of illustration, the two examples of
monotone reciprocal approximation and bounded coefficient reciprocal
approximation (or more generally V Haar (on .a)).

Monotone reciprocal approximation [2J. Let (co, cp '''' cq ) be a (q + 1)
tuple with elements equal to ± 1 and let {k;}1=o be a fixed set of q + 1
integers satisfying 0 < ko < k l < ... < kq :::;; n - 1. Then R = {1/p:p E
IIn_l[a,bj, p(x»O and c;p(ki>Cx)~OVxE [a,bj, i=O,I,...,q}. Thus
A = {c;e;i:xE [a,b] and iE {O, 1,...,q}} is the set of restraining functionals
with lea) = 0 and u(a) = 00 for all a EA. (Here e; denotes point evaluation
of the kth derivative at x, i.e., e;(j) =fk)(X).) For the fact that
V = IIn_1 [0,1] is generalized Haar see Theorem 4 and Remark 4 of [3 J.
(The proof of Theorem 4 of [3 j is modified in our present case by repl acing
the phrase "PI (x) is clearly a best approximation to f (x) - pix)" by the
phrase "PI(X) is clearly a best weighted approximation tof(X)-P2(X) with
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weight w(x) = 1/(f(x)p(x))" (observe that the "0 in the convex hull"
criterion holds for f - P2 approximated by PI with weight w(x) using the t

extremals of the first r + I columns of 1 implying p J is best by use of
Theorem 4 of this present paper applied to II/(x) and IIp(x)).)

To see that the assumption in the hypothesis of Theorem I holds. note first
that ~ e< EA. Thus. given any nonzero qE II n I with zeros Z =cc Ix J ..... '\k.'

(necessarily) k <n- Land P.if? I positive. we can find lip E R such that
p(x;)';;d;. i = 1,.... k~namely. lip == IIA where ;, = maxI i. k ;" ~ 1. We
conclude in particular. from the above theory. that there exists a unique best
monotone reciprocal approximation lip to l!.f

Bounded coefficients reciprocal approximation. Let Ik; i; II be a fixed
set of q + I integers satisfying 0 <k ll < k I < ... < k'i <II - 1. Set
R = jllp:pElln I(X), li<plki)(O)<u" i=O. L. ... qi. Xc la.bl. where
either a ~ 0 or b <0 and X is compact. Thus, A = le~if; II with I(u) = Ii and
u(a)=ui for a=e~jEA. For the fact that V=llll I(X) is Haar (on D) see
[31. To see that the assumptions in the hypotheses of Theorems I and 2 hold.
consider qElln I where Iqll=l. q~O. qlkil(O)~O if (~>-Cf.) and
qlkjl(O) <0 if ui < 00, i=O, L.. .. q. Let ZI = jk,:qlk,I(O)=OI have order ,u,
and let Z = ~x,i? J be the zeros of q in la. b I. Note that since V is Haar (on
D). je~i: k; E ZI f U le,l? I is a linearly independent set in V* where if e"
happens to occur in b~th sets, it is not counted twice (q is a nonzero element
of V vanishing under all these functionals and there are therefore fewer than

n members in this set of functionals). Let IAi r? I be a set of positive numbers
satisfying the requirement that if k ll = 0 and Xi = 0 (for some i) then I" < I"

UO or Ai = Uo if ull = 10 , Thus we can find p E f' such that p(x,) ==;, .

i= L. ..,k, and 1,<plki'(O)~ui' kiEZ I . Consider now P/l=P~ Bq.
B > O. It is easy to verify that for B large enough P/I satisfies all the
constraints and is positive and therefore I/Pn is in R. Thus for B sufficientl~

large Pn satisfies the assumptions in the hypotheses of Theorems I and 2
(corresponding to q). We conclude in particular. from the above theory. that
there exists a unique best bounded coefficients reciprocal approximation lip
to II!

Note that the discussion in the preceding example depends only on the fact
that V is Haar (on D). Hence we have the following result.

THEOREM 9. Let V be Haar (on D). Then there exists a unique best
reciprocal approximation lip to II!

Remark L If V is Haar (on D), then r = dim V+ I in Theorem 4 (the
"0 in the convex hull" criterion for best approximation) and the "exchange
procedure" in the Remes algorithm (which we do not develop in this paper)
follows immediately from knowledge of the sign pattern (0«(;). i = 1... .. r) in
0= LJ 1 Aio(y;) i'I, Ai > O. The determination of the sign pattern is an
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algebraic problem and has been worked out completely [4) in the case of
bounded coefficients approximation (in fact, for approximation with general
"pyramid" (see [4) for definition) constraints). If, for example, a = 0 and
V= V (whence r = n + 1) and y;, y; ,..., y~ + I = e~q, e~q-I, ..., e~o, eX!'

e'l"'" eXn _ q ' where Xl <x 2 < ... <x n _ q , then

i = 1,2,..., q + 1 (k 1=0)

i=q + 2,..., n.

If instead b = 0 and y;, y; ,..., y~ + I = ex ' ex ,..., ex ' e~(), e~!, ..., e~Q, then
I 2 ' n-q

a(yj) . a(y'i + I) = -1, 1,2,..., n.

If V ~ V (i.e., r < n + 1) then the sign pattern also follows in this case from
the above in an obvious way (i.e., the equality constraint functionals are
reinserted and the above formulas are applied).

Remark 2. For further examples where V is Haar (on Q) or V is
generalized Haar, see, e.g., [3-5].
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